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Nearly 100 doctors have tried to diagnose this man’s devastating illness — without success
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When You Don’t Know, You Feel Alone in the World
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They don’t know if their children will ever walk or talk. But finding other families online has given them hope.
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When the Illness Is a Mystery, Patients Turn to These Detectives
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Medical Detectives: The Last Hope for Families Coping With Rare Diseases
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"Doctor detectives" help diagnose mysterious illnesses
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‘Disease detectives’ crack cases of 130 patients with mysterious illnesses
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Stanford Children’s Health helping families facing unknown diseases
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Finding Answers for Patients With Rarest of Rare Diseases
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Exome Sequencing Helps Crack Rare Disease Diagnosis
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Doctors Are Becoming DNA Detectives to Diagnose Super-Rare Diseases
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Why Fruit Flies are the New Lab Rats: These Quick-Breeding Insects Have Similar Genetic Cellular Functions as Humans
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Mystery condition gives way to bright future for 10-year-old
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These Houston Doctors Seek to Diagnose the Previously Un-Diagnosable
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When Even Genome Sequencing Doesn’t Give a Diagnosis
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Searching for a diagnosis: a network of doctors tries to solve medical mysteries
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Where Lost Diseases Go
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Stanford team helps patient who is “unique in the world”
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Undiagnosed: Diagnosis Difficult
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In Search of Answers
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Duke Making Strides to Identify Rare Diseases
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One of a Kind: What do you do if your child has a condition that is new to science?
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